Sunset

The sunset farewells the gift of each day
Its splendour and beauty sends freedom our way
It lets us know that it’s time to rest
Time to take a breath and return to our nest

Like the sunrise, it comes with no strings attached
With grace filled blessings, yes, truly unmatched
As the sun goes down, can you feel Spirit smile?
To see you relax, and just chill for a while

The world that we’ve made moves ever so fast
Seems the list is so long, that we always come last
Let’s live in the now, let’s soak up the view
Of the beautiful sunset, for me and for you

It lets us all know that life’s ours to live
To share with each other, to love and to give
In Mother Earth’s gifts is where we will find
The peace and the joy that’s not in our mind

It’s always been here, a gift for us all
Be you black, white or pink, be you short, be you tall
We go to such lengths, looking high, looking low
Stop your search now...there’s nowhere to go!!
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